Use **global envelope tests not pointwise CIs**, for **graphical hypothesis tests of spatiotemporal clustering and tau statistic** $\tau$.

**Spatiotemporal clustering using the tau statistic**
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**INTRO.**
- The tau statistic $\tau$ uses geolocation and, usually, symptom onset time to assess global spatiotemporal clustering and estimate its extent, for epi. studies [1,2]. This is the first review into its use [3], and how computation/implementation could bias $\tau$ estimates [4] (Figs. 1 & 2).

**METHODS**
- Literature review of works citing the foundation papers [1,2] using Google Scholar. Papers tabulated by key characteristics.
- Compare baseline analysis of open access measles dataset [2] vs. modified implementation of graphical hypothesis test, and estimated clustering range by bootstrap sampling method (Figs. 6 & 8); number of bootstrap samples $N$ (Figs. 6 & 7); CIs for point estimate, respectively, to estimate clustering range tabulated by key characteristics.
- Estimated bias reduction led to increase in the clustering area of elevated disease odds by 44%.

**RESULTS**
- Only 1/2 of the 16 studies used $\tau$ as defined by [1,2].
- All papers using graphical hypothesis tests or parameter estimation, applied them incorrectly. Corrections were explained (Figs. 3-5).
- Unclear how to choose time relatedness interval (to relate pairs), or the distance band set, both required in the $\tau$ calculation.
- New untested $\tau$ statistic estimator for disease rates defined, for datasets with variable individual person-time-at-risk.
- Re-analysis of [2] still found evidence against no spatiotemporal clustering, p e (0.0014) (global envelope test) (Fig. 5).
- $\tau$-specific modification of Loh & Stein bootstrap sampling method developed; its more precise bootstrapped $\tau$ estimates led to 20% higher clustering range than previously published (36-0m, 95% BCA CI (14.9,46-6), vs 30m) (Fig. 10).
- Estimated bias reduction led to increase in the clustering area of elevated disease odds by 44%. BCA CIs are essential for asymmetric sample bootstrap distributions of $\tau$ estimates.

**CONCLUSIONS**
- Bootstrap sampling method and CI type can bias the clustering range estimate. Moderate radial bias to the range estimate are more than doubled when considered on the areal scale, which public health resources are proportional to. We advocate proper implementation of this useful statistic, ultimately to reduce inaccuracies in control policy decisions made during disease clustering analysis.
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[Technical analysis](https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.08022)

**Cluster range estimate more precise with modified bootstrap sampling method.**